
 
 

 

Netatmo Welcome awarded “Connected Home Innovation of the Year” at 
European Smart Energy 2016 

 
Welcome, Netatmo’s indoor security camera with face recognition technology,  

does home security better 
 
London, 4 February 2016 
 
Welcome, Netatmo’s indoor security camera, has won the “Connected Home Innovation of the Year” 
award at the 7th edition of the renowned “European Smart Energy 2016 Awards”. It’s the second 
consecutive year Netatmo has been honoured for its success.  
 
Welcome recognizes faces and sends the names of people it sees to the user’s smartphone. The 
camera notifies the user exactly who is at home, their loved ones or a stranger. Welcome is a state-
of-the-art home camera with full HD broadcast in vivid colours, an extensive 130° view angle and 
outstanding night vision. 
 

 
 
Welcome makes smart home smarter. Thanks to its breakthrough face recognition technology, the 

user knows exactly who walks through the door. The camera reassures people that care for an elderly 

parent, have kids, summer homes and the like.



Welcome App is compatible with iPhones featuring iOS 8 and above, and Android smartphones 4.3 
and above. The user can access the Welcome App from their smartphone, tablet, PC/Mac or Apple 
Watch.  
 
Welcome is available on Amazon UK and John Lewis. The camera can also be purchased directly from 
Netatmo. 
The European Smart Energy awards recognise cutting edge innovations in the smart cities and 
connected home industries. 
 
 -ENDS- 

About Netatmo  
 
Founded in 2011, Netatmo is an innovative company developing consumer electronics for a better 
and connected lifestyle. Netatmo carefully designs their products’ mechanics, electronics and 
embedded software. Netatmo industrializes them with the finest quality standards and designs the 
mobile and web applications that unleash their capabilities.  
 
Netatmo’s smart products fall into three categories: security, environment and heating. The first 
device launched by the company, the Weather Station for Smartphone, allows owners to monitor 
the environment in more than 170 countries. It’s the world’s crowd-sourced weather observation 
network. In November 2013, Netatmo launched their Thermostat for Smartphone, dedicated to the 
European market. Designed by Philippe Starck, it helps users to save 37% energy to heat their home. 
Netatmo launched Welcome in 2015. Welcome is an indoor security camera with revolutionary face 
recognition technology to distinguish who is at home and to alert immediately about intruders. At 
CES 2016, Netatmo unveiled Presence - the first outdoor security camera with breakthrough deep 
learning technology, able to detect and report about people, cars and animals – which won 4 CES 
awards. 
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